
Entire Spectral Range
  — The models bui l t using the entire spectral range
performed wel l under internal cross-val idation
and external val idation (Figure 7).

  — The PLSDA model misclassified 16 of the external
val idation spectra.

  — The SVMDA model only misclassified 4 of the
external val idation spectra.
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Introduction

Sample Analysis
  — 75 body flu id samples (1 5 per flu id) were
purchased from Bioreclamation IVT, Inc. and
Lee Biosolutions, Inc.
– Peripheral blood
– Sal iva
– Semen
– Sweat
– Vaginal flu id

  — Spectra were col lected using a Renishaw inVia
Raman spectrometer with an automatic
mapping stage.

Data Analysis
  — Data analyiss performed with MATLAB, version
2012b, and the PLS Toolbox, version 8.0.2.

  — A single dataset containing al l experimental
spectra (n=3,926) was preprocessed by:
– Basel ine fi l ter (AWLS)
– Normal ization (Total Area)
– Truncated (400-1 700 cm-1)

  — The dataset was spl it in two by randomly
selecting 20% of the donors for val idation.
– Cal ibration: 3,1 51 spectra / 60 donors
– Val idation: 775 spectra / 1 5 donors

  — Six classification models were bui l t, using three
different variable ranges and two models
(PLSDA and SVMDA) per range. Al l six models
were external ly val idated with the spectra set
aside before cal ibration.
– Entire spectral range
– Interval PLSDA (iPLSDA)
– Genetic Algorithm (GA)
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Variable Selection by iPLSDA
  — Eleven intervals (each 30 variables wide) were
selected by the model , based on their relatively
low RMSECV (Figure 1 ).

  — These intervals are highl ighted in the mean
spectra of the five body flu ids in Figure 2.

  — The PLSDA model bui l t on the iPLSDA data
misclassified 28 of the val idation spectra.

  — The SVMDA model only misclassified 7 (Figure 3).

  — Raman spectroscopic mapping was used to
analyze body flu id samples, which were
separated into cal ibration and val idation data.

  — Multivariate data analysis revealed
subtle patterns in these complex datasets.

  — Several classification models and variable
selection methods were explored to
determine the best solution for the
problem.

  — When compared to models that used the
entire spectral range- variable selection by
iPLSDA improved the results for cal ibration
predictions, but val idation predictions were
less accurate.

  — The accuracy of cal ibration predictions for the
models bui l t after GA was only sl ightly better
than those that used the entire spectra l
range. However, this method of variable
selection yielded the most accurate
predictions for the val idation spectra.

  — When SVMDA was combined with GA, al l 775
spectra from the 15 test samples were
classified correctly.

  — This innovative approach, coupl ing Raman
spectroscopy with chemometrics, provides a
rel iable and nondestructive alternative to the
current techniques used to identify body
flu ids.
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  — The abil ity to identify body flu id traces at a
crime scene, and preserve any DNA present, is
critical ly important in forensic science.

  — Many of the current techniques used to analyze
body flu ids are destructive and body flu id-
specific.

  — To develop a universal , nondestructive, approach
that can be used to differentiate and identify
body flu ids, we combined the specificity of
Raman spectroscopy with the analytical power
of statistical model ing.

Further Information

Conclusions

Calibration Val idation

3,1 51 spectra 775 spectra

PLSDA 3,079 (97.7%) 759 (97.9%)
SVMDA 3,1 24 (99.1%) 771 (99.5%)

Variable Selection by GA
  — GA analysis was used to select the most
informative variables in the cal ibration dataset
(Figure 4).

  — The rest were discarded, and the original 1 ,365
variables were reduced to 665 (Figure 5).

  — The PLSDA model bui l t on the GA data
misclassified 1 3 of the external val idation spectra,
only sl ightly better than the PLSDA model bui l t
on the entire spectral range.

  — The SVMDA model bui l t on the GA data classified
al l 775 external val idation spectra correctly, and
therefore identified the body flu id of each of the
15 external val idation samples (Figure 6).

Calibration Val idation

3,1 51 spectra 775 spectra

PLSDA 3,097 (98.3%) 747 (96.4%)
SVMDA 3,1 33 (99.4%) 768 (99.1%)

Calibration Val idation

3,1 51 spectra 775 spectra

PLSDA 3,081 (97.8%) 762 (98.3%)
SVMDA 3,1 30 (99.3%) 775 (100%)

FIGURE 7. Accuracy of cross-val idated cal ibration
and strict external val idation predictions for al l six
models.
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